2 No. black metal flues from
multi-fuel stoves at both levels
to terminate just above and
either side of ridge line.

2 No. black metal flues from
multi-fuel stoves at both levels
to terminate just above and
either side of ridge line.

New Velux, or similar approved,
conservation type roof window, fitted in
position of existing oopening in
accordance with manufacturer's details
and instructions, incorporating all
flashings and trims.

Note: The upper part of this gable may
require re-buildiing to correct an outward
lean. All to Structural Engineer's report
recommendations.

New 100mm Ø S & VP to
terminate at Bradstone, or
similar, 'Slate Vent', via
flexible connection, in
colour to match natural
stone flags.

Note: Structural Engineer's report recommends that due to
water ingress in places, the rafters would require replacing,
the purlins would need inspecting and replacing as
necessary and the main roof trusses would require
inspection and repair as needed, with particular attention
given to the truss bearings into the walls.

Existing stone flag finish to be carefully removed and set
aside for re-use; rafters, purlins and trusses / half trusses to
be inspected structurally for condition and suitability for
re-use (and / or strengthened / replaced to Structural
Engineer's recommendations) and new insulated warm roof
on new rafters (as required) installed and overlaid with the
salvaged stone flags and coping stones at gable ends (with
supplementary flags / copings sourced to match). Include
for reinstatement of all flashings against copings and at
abutments with walls.

New Velux, or similar approved,
conservation type roof window, fitted in
position of existing oopening in
accordance with manufacturer's details
and instructions, incorporating all
flashings and trims.

Existing ventilation apertures
to be infilled in matching
stonework with face of stone
left nom. 75mm back from
outer face of wall to retain
original appearance.
Bathroom extract fan - Min.
15 l/s on intermittent use,
vented through existing wall,
utilising existing aperture.

1826
Existing vertical boarded timber
door to removed with new half
glazed, stained hardwood door
and frame installed (to match
adjacent farmhouse), set back in
existing opening. Door to then be
fixed in the closed position.

Existing window frame to be
removed and replaced with new
obscure double-glazed, stained
timber window frame (to match
adjacent farmhouse), set back into
existing opening.

Datum - 177.000

Existing window frame to be
removed and replaced with new
double-glazed, stained timber
window frames (to match adjacent
farmhouse), set back into existing
opening.

Existing sliding door to be repaired and
retained as a feature and fixed in the
open position, with new half glazed,
stained hardwood door and frame
installed (to match adjacent farmhouse),
set back in existing opening.

Datum - 177.000

2 No. black metal flues from
multi-fuel stoves at both levels
to terminate just above and
either side of ridge line.

New 100mm Ø S & VP to
terminate at Bradstone, or
similar, 'Slate Vent', via
flexible connection, in
colour to match natural
stone flags.

Existing profiled metal sheet roofing to be removed,
purlins and half trusses to be inspected structurally for
condition and suitability for re-use, n.b.: set lower down to
allow for new roof thickness, (and / or strengthened /
replaced to Structural Engineer's recommendations) and
new insulated warm roof on new rafters installed and
overlaid with reclaimed stone flags and coping stones at
gable ends, to match existing main roof. Include for
reinstatement of all flashings against copings and at
abutments with walls.

Existing window frame to be removed
and replaced with new double-glazed,
stained timber window frames (to
match adjacent farmhouse), set back
into existing opening.

Note: Structural Engineer's report recommends that due to
water ingress in places, the rafters would require replacing,
the purlins would need inspecting and replacing as
necessary and the main roof trusses would require
inspection and repair as needed, with particular attention
given to the truss bearings into the walls.
New Velux, or similar approved,
conservation type roof window, fitted in
accordance with manufacturer's details
and instructions, incorporating all
flashings and trims. N.B. to mirror
position of existing rooflight window on
opposite roof pitch.

Existing ventilation apertures to be
increased in size (see elevations) to
receive new double-glazed, stained
timber window frames (to match
adjacent farmhouse), set back into
opening.

Existing profiled metal sheet roofing to be removed,
purlins and half trusses to be inspected structurally for
condition and suitability for re-use, n.b.: set lower down to
allow for new roof thickness, (and / or strengthened /
replaced to Structural Engineer's recommendations) and
new insulated warm roof on new rafters installed and
overlaid with reclaimed stone flags and coping stones at
gable ends, to match existing main roof. Include for
reinstatement of all flashings against copings and at
abutments with walls.
New 100mm Ø S & VP to
terminate at Bradstone, or
similar, 'Slate Vent', via
flexible connection, in
colour to match natural
stone flags.

6 No. abutted Velux, or similar approved,
conservation type roof windows, fitted in
accordance with manufacturer's details and
instructions, incorporating all flashings and
trims.

Existing window frame to be removed
and replaced with new double-glazed,
stained timber window frames (to
match adjacent farmhouse), set back
into existing opening.

New opening formed with tapered
internal jambs. Stone head and
cill to match elsewhere, with new
double-glazed, stained timber
window frames (to match
adjacent farmhouse), set back
into opening.

Existing sliding door to be repaired and
retained as a feature and fixed in the
open position, with new half glazed,
stained hardwood door and frame
installed (to match adjacent farmhouse),
set back in existing opening.

New 100mm Ø RWP

New 100mm Ø RWP

Datum - 177.000

Proposed North Elevation - 1:50

Existing stone flag finish to be carefully removed and set
aside for re-use; rafters, purlins and trusses / half trusses to
be inspected structurally for condition and suitability for
re-use (and / or strengthened / replaced to Structural
Engineer's recommendations) and new insulated warm roof
on new rafters (as required) installed and overlaid with the
salvaged stone flags and coping stones at gable ends (with
supplementary flags / copings sourced to match). Include
for reinstatement of all flashings against copings and at
abutments with walls.

Existing hayloft door to be repaired and retained
as a feature and fixed in the open position, with
new double-glazed, stained timber window frame
installed (to match adjacent farmhouse), set back
in existing opening. (Note: lower panes within
800mm of FFL to be fitted with laminated glass
externally and toughened glass internally. Also,
bottom 3 panes to be obscure glazed and opening
light to be restricted to max. 45º opening.

5980 top of flue

Existing ventilation aperture to be
increased in size (see elevations) to
receive new double-glazed, stained
timber window frame (to match
adjacent farmhouse), set back into
opening.

2 No. black metal flues from
multi-fuel stoves at both levels
to terminate just above and
either side of ridge line.

7580 top of flue

New 100mm Ø S & VP to
terminate at Bradstone, or
similar, 'Slate Vent', via
flexible connection, in
colour to match natural
stone flags.

New Velux, or similar approved,
conservation type roof window, fitted in
accordance with manufacturer's details
and instructions, incorporating all
flashings and trims. N.B. to be centred
on first floor void 'cut-out'.

Existing stone flag finish to be carefully removed and set
aside for re-use; rafters, purlins and trusses / half trusses to
be inspected structurally for condition and suitability for
re-use (and / or strengthened / replaced to Structural
Engineer's recommendations) and new insulated warm roof
on new rafters (as required) installed and overlaid with the
salvaged stone flags and coping stones at gable ends (with
supplementary flags / copings sourced to match). Include
for reinstatement of all flashings against copings and at
abutments with walls.

Black metal flue from multi-fuel
stove in Kitchen Sitting Area to
terminate just above ridge line.

8230 top of flues

Black metal flue from multi-fuel
stove in Kitchen Sitting Area to
terminate just above ridge line.

New Velux, or similar approved,
conservation type roof window, fitted in
accordance with manufacturer's details and
instructions, incorporating all flashings and
trims. N.B. to mirror position of existing
rooflight window on opposite roof pitch.

Existing ventilation apertures to be
infilled in matching stonework with
face of stone left nom. 75mm back
from outer face of wall to retain
original appearance.

Existing sliding door to be repaired and
retained as a feature and fixed in the
open position, opening to be built up to
new cill level in cavity masonry
construction; also new solid jamb in
matching stone to give inner lining wall
something to run up against, with new
obscure double-glazed, stained timber
window frames installed (to match
adjacent farmhouse), set back in
existing opening.

Proposed East Elevation - 1:50

Provide 4 No. ridge access points
in accordance with Detail 4A in Bat
Survey Report, by EED Surveys,
job ref. B 1818.

Note: Structural Engineer's report recommends that due to
water ingress in places, the rafters would require replacing,
the purlins would need inspecting and replacing as
necessary and the main roof trusses would require
inspection and repair as needed, with particular attention
given to the truss bearings into the walls.

Existing window frame to be
removed and replaced with new
double-glazed, stained timber
window frames (to match adjacent
farmhouse), set back into existing
opening.

New 100mm Ø RWP

Proposed South Elevation - 1:50

9180 top of flues

Existing window frame to be
removed and replaced with new
double-glazed, stained timber
window frames (to match adjacent
farmhouse), set back into existing
opening.

Existing window frame to be
removed and replaced with new
double-glazed, stained timber
window frame (to match adjacent
farmhouse), set back into existing
opening.

Existing profiled metal sheet roofing to be removed,
purlins and half trusses to be inspected structurally for
condition and suitability for re-use, n.b.: set lower down to
allow for new roof thickness, (and / or strengthened /
replaced to Structural Engineer's recommendations) and
new insulated warm roof on new rafters installed and
overlaid with reclaimed stone flags and coping stones at
gable ends, to match existing main roof. Include for
reinstatement of all flashings against copings and at
abutments with walls.

Bathroom extract fan - Min.
15 l/s on intermittent use,
vented through existing wall,
utilising existing aperture.

Existing ventilation apertures to be
increased in size (see elevations) to
receive new obscure double-glazed,
stained timber window frame (to
match adjacent farmhouse), set
back into opening.

Existing door and frame to be removed,
opening to be built up to new cill level in
cavity masonry construction; also new solid
jamb in matching stone to give inner lining
wall something to run up against, and new
double-glazed, stained timber window
frames (to match adjacent farmhouse), set
back into existing opening.

Existing hay-loft deck to be removed to
allow for installation of new floor
structure to 'Library / Study Area' with
external cladded framed wall and
underdrawn soffit reinstated over inset
covered entrance. New stained timber
entrance door, frame, side windows
and fanlight (as elevations) to be fitted.

New 100mm Ø S & VP to
terminate at Bradstone, or
similar, 'Slate Vent', via
flexible connection, in
colour to match natural
stone flags.

Existing window frame to be
removed and replaced with new
double-glazed, stained timber
window frames (to match adjacent
farmhouse), set back into existing
opening.

6950 top of flue

7080 top of flue

8170 top of flues

New 100mm Ø S & VP to
terminate at Bradstone, or
similar, 'Slate Vent', via
flexible connection, in
colour to match natural
stone flags.

Note: Structural Engineer's report recommends that due to
water ingress in places, the rafters would require replacing,
the purlins would need inspecting and replacing as
necessary and the main roof trusses would require
inspection and repair as needed, with particular attention
given to the truss bearings into the walls.

Black metal flue from
multi-fuel stove in Office.

Black metal flue from
multi-fuel stove in Office.
Existing stone flag finish to be carefully removed and set
aside for re-use; rafters, purlins and trusses / half trusses to
be inspected structurally for condition and suitability for
re-use (and / or strengthened / replaced to Structural
Engineer's recommendations) and new insulated warm roof
on new rafters (as required) installed and overlaid with the
salvaged stone flags and coping stones at gable ends (with
supplementary flags / copings sourced to match). Include
for reinstatement of all flashings against copings and at
abutments with walls.

Black metal flue from multi-fuel
stove in Kitchen Sitting Area to
terminate just above ridge line.

8495 top of flue

Provide 4 No. ridge access points
in accordance with Detail 4A in Bat
Survey Report, by EED Surveys,
job ref. B 1818.

Existing door and frame to be removed,
opening to be built up to new cill level in
cavity masonry construction, and new
obscure double-glazed, stained timber
window frames (to match adjacent
farmhouse), set back into existing
opening.

Existing cracks in external walls to
be repaired by stitching, either with
bondiing stones or steel
reinforcement set in epoxy resin or
concrete bond beams. Minor
cracks and open joints to be raked
out and pointed with lime mortar.
All to Structural Engineer's report
recommendations.

Datum - 177.000

Proposed West Elevation - 1:50
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Date

Description

C 11.09.17

New ground floor opening to West Elevation, repositioned,
further to Planning Officer's comments.

B 06.09.17

Oblique window and screen detail added to West
Elevation, new ground floor opening. 2 No. rooflights
over rear corridor to bedrooms and 1 No. 'slot' window on
North Elevation omitted.

A 17.07.2017

Dimension heights to proposed flues added.
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